GATES OF THE EARTHLY PARADISE II

The purpose of this illustration is to show that the geographic layout on Earth that mirrors the Cosmic Gates in the Heavenlies mirrors the entire expanse from the Straits of Gibraltar to the Straits of Hormuz. It approximates the equal dimensions of 2 perfect squares, geometrically and geographically.
This means that 2 squares can be placed side by side and it appears to match the length between each Strait or ‘Gate’. Moreover, this unique correlation of the size of the squares correlates to the exact dimension of the New Jerusalem borders as described in the last book of the Bible, Revelation.
This 2-squre layout is reminiscent of the Tabernacle of Moses in how the geometric layout on Earth was construed also of 2 equal squares and it was a facsimile of the true one in Heaven. Within the center points of each square was the Altar of Burnt Offering outside the Tent of Meeting and the Ark of the
Covenant within the Tent of Meeting. This Tabernacle of Moses blueprint is suggested to also mirror that between the Celestial Gates as well. If one approximates the proportion from the Golden Gate to the Silver Gate, some amazing correspondences emerge.

Sacred Geometry of The Earthly

Next, the Laver of Washing would correspond
approximately to the Island of Crete. The next
series of Tabernacle furnishings are most
telling. The Golden Lampstand or Menorah
and the Table of Bread corresponds to where
Israel and in particular Jerusalem are situated
geographically and in approximate phi ratio to
the Gates in the Heavenlies and the Straits on
Earth.

What is interesting to note is that the pattern of the Tabernacle of Moses does appear to correlate to some approximate
geographical markers on Earth. For example, the entrance to the Tabernacle of Moses would be the Straits of Gibraltar.
This entire Earthly layout is reversed from the actual configuration of the Tent of Meetings wherein the entrance was facing
east and the subsequent Temples on the Temple Mount in Jerusalem had the Golden Gate entrance. Then the Altar of Burt
Offerings appears to correspond to the area of the Island of Malta.
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The city of Jerusalem corresponds to the place where YHVH established His Name forever and
the Temples stood and will. Even the national coat of arms of Israel and Jerusalem are of the
Menorah and the Lion as in the celestial Sign of Leo for the City of the King, the Messiah. Jesus
in His 1st coming taught that He is the Light of the World and the true Bread of Life.

The cosmic correlation of the Celestial
Gates also has an approximate phi ratio
correlation that matches a particular
Earthly geographic marker, that of
Jerusalem as the Lion of Judah,
or the constellation of Leo in its
celestial correspondence.

